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The itinerary of Rabbi Judah ha-Levi – the famed twelfth-century Spanish rabbi,
philosopher, courtier and poet – puzzled scholars who tried to trace his journey
from Toledo to Granada to Alexandria and eventually to the shores of his beloved
Zion. And while the Genizah has famously assisted in understanding ha-Levi’s
travels,  the collection has much to offer in reconstructing the journey of ha-
Levi’s poetry as well.
Two documents from the Cairo Genizah, T-S 13J24.13 and T-S K25.138, offer a
glimpse into the dissemination of ha-Levi’s secular poetry in particular. Both
fragments contain Hem Hem Yeme Tevel ve-Leleha (‘These, These are the
Earth’s Days and its Evenings’) in the qaṣīda form of a long, monorhymed poem,
with 44 lines prosodically joined by the repeating ending היל. Like all qaṣīdas, the
ode is structured with a nasīb and madīḥ joined with a taḵalluṣ– prelude and
praise woven together by rhetorical transition.  First, Lady Earth is depicted as
a stunning but unreliable mistress; one of her primary contributions, Wine, is
beautiful but ultimately a source of folly; and finally, Wisdom (through Song) is
praised above all, and Judah ibn Tibbon (the recipient of this poem) is glorified
as its mouthpiece. The poem overflows with striking imagery: the Earth wears
sumptuous robes made of dew drops and golden-tinted flowers, and Wine is
depicted as a sparkling maiden in a crystalline garment (the glass goblet).
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The appearance of this poem in two different fragments can help contextualize
the early transmission and collection of ha-Levi’s poetry. The most
comprehensive sources for Rabbi Judah ha-Levi’s poetry are the Maḥane Yehuda
diwān, redacted by the twelfth-century judge Ḥiyya al-Maghribī and the later,
thirteenth-century collection compiled by Yešuʿa ben Eliyahu ha-Levi
(alphabeticaly arranged by rhyming letter). The St. Petersburg Firkovich
Collection in the Russian National Library also contains diwān fragments, among
them a number of poems and Arabic superscriptions not included in the Ḥiyya or
Yešuʿa manuscripts, but ones that may have circulated in Alexandria after the
poet’s stop-over in the city. Patrons frequently copied their poets’ poems, and
prior to the compilation of the Ḥiyya diwān, poems would have also been passed
on by ‘tradents’, people who recited poems from memory.
Fragments from the Genizah are uniquely positioned to shed light on the early
composition and collection of ha-Levi’s poems. As Yahalom writes, ‘The great
importance of the Cairo Genizah fragments is due in large part to their age: even
the earliest complete manuscripts from the diwāns of the poets of Spain are
[4]
comparatively late in relation to the Genizah fragments and booklets… it seems
possible to argue that any manuscripts from the region in which the poet is
mentioned with a blessing for the living were not only edited and collected but
also transcribed before the middle of the twelfth century and prior to, or at least
a short while after his death.’ (Yahalom 202). T-S 13J24.13 contains a Judaeo-
Arabic superscription from the ageing translator Judah ibn Tibbon, wishing ha-
Levi a long life (placing the fragment’s copying during the poet’s lifetime), in
addition to framing ha-Levi’s poem as a response (in similar metre) to one about
old age and praising ha-Levi’s skills. The Hebrew segment at the top of the
fragment may further our understanding of the ordering of the poems, and the
context of their writing. The reappearance of ha-Levi’s poem in T-S K25.138 in a
codex with other Judaeo-Arabic writings can also add to our understanding of
poetry-collecting in personal correspondence and papers. These fragments thus
invite us to study the travels and transmission of ha-Levi’s work.
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Notes:
[1] See Goitein (1959); Yahalom (1995); Scheindlin (2008) and Friedman
(2013).
[2] The basic unit of the Spanish medieval Hebrew poem was the bayt (lit.
house), a line broken down into two, usually symmetrical, hemistitches – the
initial delet (door) and the closing soger (lock). The soger contained the rhyme
to be sustained throughout the poem.
[3] Samuel Bernstein’s translations of Haim Brody’s editions, and Samuel Phillip’s
translations of Samuel Luzzatto’s editions were valuable in the interpretation of
this poem.
[4] This role is discussed by Shirmann in “The Function of the Hebrew Poet in
Medieval Spain” (251).
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